
hear J1*, He; FBI-Persona files on me and my aseediates 9/207 
Despite all the beasting that the wrongful domestic intelligence activities of the °over era are over it is the same FBI under Kelley wasting precious time and money in 'entirely improper domestic activities related to people interested in the political assassinations. 
As a result of what I have learned I believe others-should use YOIA/Pi to obtain, the f.iles on themselves and that you should now add specific field offices to be searched on the files on you. Your request has run its time and I think you have not appealed. Ion should inclideWashingtoa, Baltimore, aphis, New Orleans, Cincinnati and those in whose areas you earlier spent time, where you lived, 'Aare you went to college, 

particularly Madison. 

My souree is dependable and in a position to know. i  know the means of knowledge, my sourceAs 	of knowing. 
The FBI 	files on young people who have been associated with me. By this I mean young people I'n never met except through the assassination work and then not until long after Hoover's death. 
This includes /10A and one other 	use to illustrate, a young woman who is the friend of daughters her age of a college professor who is a friend of mine. 
This young woman happened to volunteer to do some work for me. As a result she came here from time to time in her own vehicle. 
I do not know how many of those associated with Floyd in his varying lobbying efforts are included in their surveillances or files. 
There is one man in particular of those we have met in these i0IA matters who I believe is sort of the 'Weisberg expert among them. I have reason for this belied. He is the one who came late, ha ing been called to our meeting with the FBI of 6/30/77. If you can recall where I was with regard to the stage of the small auditorium in which they met with us, toward the left as one faced the stage, he is the one who was on the extreme right. 4e at in the last seat to the might in the audience seats. He is the one who came in with those voluminous "bulky" files from the Aerkin file. His name as I recall it is Lein*, and I think  that is his first name. He worked with John and Ralph Harp, not with the office of legal counsel agent who also was there. 
Of course they have given me no indication they have such files on me. They have not yet provided the remaining personal files. I think it would be wise if you were to ask when we may expect them, saying that without some such assurances, late as they are in providing the balance, I'll have to appeal. 
I'll give you more detail when I see you. 

Best, 


